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Zx Online Ltd website Profile
With the explosive growth and accessibility of the World Wide Web, online advertising is
one of the most cost-effective and popular methods of marketing a business. Zx Online is
your best strategy for accessing larger audiences on the Web. As a Internet Service Provider
we have a website for our Home and Corporate clients, where they can download lots of
thing without any cost. At this moment we have approximate 13,500(Eleven Thousand Five
Hundred) clients in Dhanmondi, Mohammadpur, Science Laboratory, Elephant Road,
Mirpur-1, Mirpur-10, Kollanpur, Panthapath, Kajipara, Azimpur and Hazaribag. We hope our
customers will satisfied with our download server www.freedownloadbd.com like as
present time.
The www.freedownloadbd.com is being updated frequently with the most up to date
Movie, Game, Software, MP3 Songs, Online Games and more. We have a Visitors Counter
our site and its shows that every day 6,500-7,500 visitors visit our site. Throughout the
website, advertisers can reach customers much easier than others with low cost.

Zx Online Advertising
Advertising on the www.freedownloadbd.com allows you to reach your target audience using
the latest technology.
 Ads take the form of a link including company name, describing your product or
service, and your URL.
 The website offers a long term Banner Advertisement (6 months or 1 year period)
 Banner(Category-A+) ads appear on all pages on the upper side within the viewable
screen area, but its bigger then others.
 Banner(Category-A) ads appear on all pages on the top side within the viewable
screen area.
 Post(Category-B) ads appear on all pages on left and right side within the viewable
screen area.
 As mentioned, Ads are static so the permanent link can benefits you with your search
engine ranking.
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Category-A+
(750pixels!wide x 146pixels!high)
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(220pixels!wide x 120pixels!high)
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(220pixels!wide x 240pixels!high)
Category-B (Small)
(220pixels!wide x 120pixels!high)
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For an example, please visit:
www.freedownloadbd.com

